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Lecture Topic I.7: Resonance and Delocalization Energy
Review of Resonance

In a resonance structure the atomic positions remain the same, but
electrons move around (lone pairs and multiple bond positions change).
A

neither resonance form alone accurately
describes the anion; the “real” structure is a
combination of the two, as shown at right

B

Resonance Hybrid
(dashed line = partial bond)

Why do we care? Resonance structures can help us understand
reactivity. If a molecule can be drawn in numerous resonance forms, it
has some added stability known as:
This extra stability is due to:

Notes
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Lecture Topic I.7: Resonance and Delocalization Energy
Representing Resonance Delocalization

Electrons move FROM a good electron source (a lone pair or an anion, or the
negative end of a polar bond …) TO a good electron acceptor or “sink” (the
positive end of a polar bond, an empty orbital, a cation …).

Notes
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